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essastone® is a remarkably durable and virtually maintenance free quartz surface material and is made by some of the 

world’s leading manufacturers of engineered stone surfaces. essastone is made from the finest natural quartz using the 

latest and most advanced manufacturing techniques. 

The essastone colour collection is brought to you by Laminex, Australia’s leading marketer, distributor and manufacturer of 

decorative surface solutions for over 80 years. Carefully developed for our unique market, the essastone colour collection 

defines contemporary yet timeless style.

essastone is a non-porous surface material that is stain, scratch and heat resistant. It can be used for most internal 

applications in both commercial and domestic projects. 

The essastone Design Guide has been developed to allow consumers, designers, joiners and tradespeople to achieve the 

best possible outcome in creating an essastone design solution for both domestic and commercial applications. 

The information contained in this document is provided as a guide for the design, specification and installation of essastone. 

No warranty, however expressed or implied, is given in relation to the guidelines in this document.

To order essastone samples or brochures contact 132 136 or visit our website essastone.com.au

introduction
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A level and sturdy surface area is required to support the weight of an essastone benchtop. A suitable benchtop support 

will eliminate the chance of the stone warping or cracking under load during normal applications. 

The benchtop support must be able to hold the essastone material, which weighs a minimum of 55kgm2 plus any additional 

load the top could be subject to. Typical loads applied to benchtops can exceed 100kg per m2.

There are typically two techniques to provide support for stone benchtops; full perimeter support and full underlay/substrate.

full perimeter support
The perimeter support method requires the use of rails with a minimum dimension of 90mm x 18mm positioned at the front 

and the back of the cabinet. Rails can be made from moisture resistant particleboard, moisture resistant MDF, moisture 

resistant plywood or timber. See Fig. 1

full underlay support
The full underlay method involves the placement of a self-supporting panel such as moisture resistant particleboard, 

moisture resistant MDF or moisture resistant plywood under the complete surface area of the essastone benchtop. 

benchtop support

 Ideally Max
600mm

Perimeter
support rails, 

minimum 90mm
wide, 18mm thick

Ensure cabinet weight 
is transferred to

the floor Fig. 1
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spans
The ideal span between supports is 600mm. (See Fig. 1) Where the base cabinet dimensions exceed 1,000mm a full self 

supporting panel is recommended as a benchtop support. Cutouts for larger appliances (sinks and cook-tops)  wider than 

600mm requires additional support rails around the underneath of the opening. Appliances of any size weighing greater 

than 5kg should also have reinforced rails around the underside of the cutout in the stone.

dishwashers
Dishwashers can emit substantial heat and produce movement. To protect against 

both heat transfer from the appliance and possible movement, a full width substrate 

of moisture resistant particleboard, moisture resistant MDF or moisture resistant 

plywood must be located over the dishwasher opening in the cabinets. (See Fig. 2) 

Otherwise a distance not less than 50mm should be used between the top of the 

appliance and the underside of the stone to vent the heat build up.

overhang support
Some applications may require a significant benchtop overhang as a functional element or a design feature such as a breakfast 

bar. The following chart provides guidelines for designing overhanging benchtop sections to ensure adequate support:

span and overhang support

Diagram Shows Substrate Breakfast Bar Example

Steel Support Bars
let into plywood

Steel lintel supplied with
substrate if overhang

is 300-500mm

Unsupported
Overhang

301-500mm

300mm200mm

Max 600mm

18mm Plywood
or MR MDF Base

Diagram Shows Substrate

Silicone Laminate Packer

Breakfast Bar Example

Steel 
Support Bar

Silicone Laminate Packer

Steel 
Support Bar

Benchtop Example

Silicone Laminate Packer

Large Spans or Dishwasher Applications

Steel 
Support Bar

Max. 500mm

Silicone Laminate Packer

Steel 
Support Bar

essastone

Max. 500mm

Silicone Packer

Fig. 3

overhang size 20mm material* guidelines

Less than 300mm No additional support required

Between 301mm & 500mm. See Fig. 3
70mm x 10mm steel flat bar for full width of the top on a full 18mm thick 

plywood, MR particleboard, MR MDF underlay, or decorative brackets.

501mm and larger The fitting of vertical support to the floor, such as, legs or similar.

Note: Dishwasher not to scale.

essastone Substrate

Fig. 2
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The design and construction of the cabinets as a benchtop support has a large influence on the successful installation and 

ongoing performance of any essastone benchtop. 

The following guidelines set out minimum requirements for the design and construction of cabinets to enable the successful 

installation of essastone.

• Cabinets must be constructed from solid panels 16mm thick (minimum), ensuring the weight transfer from the  

 benchtop to the floor is carried out through each end (gable) or division.

• If the cabinets are fitted with plastic adjustable legs, then the base plate design must facilitate a support lug for  

 the cabinet end.

• Support rails positioned at the front and the back of the cabinet, are necessary to ensure adequate rigid   

 support for the benchtop. The rails can be made from moisture resistant particleboard, moisture resistant MDF,  

 moisture resistant plywood or timber and both the front and back rails shall be at least 90mm wide x 16mm   

 thick. See Fig. 4

• Cabinets deeper than 600mm, will require an additional support rail. 

cabinet requirements

 Ideally Max
600mm

Perimeter
support rails, 

minimum 90mm
wide, 18mm thick

Ensure cabinet weight 
is transferred to

the floor Fig. 4
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The end application should be considered at the design stage when specifying the exposed edge profile of a benchtop. 

Generally, the larger the profile the less risk of edge chipping.

In commercial applications where impact damage is likely, a minimum of 5mm pencil round radius is recommended.

The following is a reference guide for the minimum edge requirements for all end applications:

Bevel: The minimum bevel recommended is 2mm profiled at an 

angle of 45°degrees.  See Fig. 5

Pencil Round: Whilst a radius of 3mm is the minimum allowed, 

a slightly larger radius will assist greatly in the overall edge 

performance. See Fig. 6

Square Edge Profiles: sharp edges are not recommended at any 

time. See Fig. 7 

essastone is available in a 20mm thick slab. The material can be fabricated to create a benchtop with a 

thicker edge design.

A range of edge profiles to suit your project are available from your essastone fabricator.

exposed edge profiles

Fig. 5

Minimum Bevel / Arise
is 2mm at an angle of 45º

Minimum 3mm Pencil Round.
The higher the radius the 

higher the strength.

Exposed Square Edges profiles are
not covered by the limited warranty

Fig. 6

Minimum Bevel / Arise
is 2mm at an angle of 45º

Minimum 3mm Pencil Round.
The higher the radius the 

higher the strength.

Exposed Square Edges profiles are
not covered by the limited warranty

Fig. 7

Minimum Bevel / Arise
is 2mm at an angle of 45º

Minimum 3mm Pencil Round.
The higher the radius the 

higher the strength.

Exposed Square Edges profiles are
not covered by the limited warranty
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waterfall ends
essastone is not self supporting on the 

vertical axis. No waterfall end in stone not 

affixed to the cabinets should be used as 

a support mechanism for a benchtop.

This is the method for the fabrication of 

waterfall ends. 

Both methods require accurate measurements to ensure tensioning of the join is prevented. The waterfall end must be glued 

to the side of the cabinet and the load transferred fully to the floor. 

Waterfall ends cannot be installed on floating floors due to the potential of movement, which may result in opening of 

the joins or cracking of the benchtop. Waterfall ends must only be glued to the floor using neutral cure silicone to allow for 

flexibility.  Evidence of hard set epoxy style adhesives will void any claims for cracking occurring due to rigid installation.

Any GPO (electrical outlet) cutouts in a waterfall end must have a radius in all 

4 internal corners, and be set at least 150mm from the top (horizontal) edge 

and 150mm min from all vertical edges.  Cracks which occur where these 

minimum standards are not employed will not be recognised as a claim.

Several methods are employed by stone fabricators to make a build-down (thicker) edge. The finished edge design will 

usually determine the best option. There are two main edge construction methods that are typically employed:

1: Where a bench top is 40mm thick, it is fabricated by bonding 

a 20mm thick build down section, usually 30mm in width to the 

underside of the benchtop. The fabricator will use a colour 

matched adhesive system and a fine join line may be visible. 

See Fig. 8

2: Where the edge profile design has a thickness in excess of 

40mm, such as a semi recessed vanity, it is fabricated with 

a strip of essastone (polished face out) to build up the front 

edge. Two construction methods are recommended.

A: A 45° degree mitre between the top and the build down 

edges with a panel underlay for back support. This is a 

preferred method as it will feature a minimal join line at the 

corner of the benchtop.  See Fig. 9

B: An edge build down bonded to the underside of the top 

slab supported by an underlay back (See Fig. 10). This 

method has a more visible join line than the 45º mitre joint. 

build down edges
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Rear build down
support

40mm
laminated

top

30mm minimum

Benchtop Wall

A 3mm to 5mm expansion
gap must be present around

the benchtop installation

Fig. 8

Up to 100mm
unsupported

Silicone Packer

Benchtop
Support

Up to 100mm
unsupported

Silicone Packer

Benchtop
Support

Fig. 9

Up to 100mm
unsupported

Silicone Packer

Benchtop
Support

Up to 100mm
unsupported

Silicone Packer

Benchtop
SupportFig. 10

Fig. 35a

Mitered Join

Fig. 35b

Square Edged

Support

Min. 150mm

Min.
150mm

Fig. 11

Fig. 35a

Mitered Join

Fig. 35b

Square Edged

Support

Min. 150mm

Min.
150mm

Fig. 12
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benchtops
An internal corner in any single piece of stone can become a 

potential stress point. Any undue movement in the benchtop can 

lead to stress cracking at the stress point. It is therefore good practice 

to remove potential stress points in a benchtop design. Intersecting 

pieces in a benchtop should be assembled with two pieces of stone. 

A single benchtop piece with “L” shape or angled section is not 

permitted under warranty. See Fig. 13

cut outs
The internal corners for all cut-outs must have the largest radius 

possible as a safeguard against the possibility of stress cracking. A 

minimum 6mm radius is recommended (See Fig. 15). Appliances with 

entirely square corners such as sinks and hotplates will still require 

the minimum radius in the corner of the cut out to protect against 

fractures and for the warranty to apply.

joint locations
Where a butt join is unavoidable in a stone benchtop, the join will be 

visible. The placement of joins in any benchtop should be planned 

carefully to ensure optimum performance of the material and a neat 

appearance. To ensure customer satisfaction, the location of joins 

should be discussed with the client at the design stage.

Designs for “L”, “U” or angle shaped benchtops should allow for 

individual pieces to be butt jointed at each intersection. See Fig. 16

internal corners and joins

One piece ‘L’ shaped or angle
sections not permitted.

Recommended methods 
for fabricating ‘L’ shaped

or angle tops.

Fig. 13

One piece ‘L’ shaped or angle
sections not permitted.

Recommended methods 
for fabricating ‘L’ shaped

or angle tops.

Fig. 16

The larger the internal 
corner radius the greater 

the strength

Crosscutting or undercutting
corners immediately
creates a stress point

Water cool core drill corners before cutting
(minimum drill diameter = 12mm)

DO NOT
crosscut or undercut

corners

NO NOT Crosscut                      NO NOT Undercut                      NO NOT Overcut

Fig. 15

Sink Cutout
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The following are general guidelines to consider when planning joins around appliances:

• In all cases where an appliance is to be located, the 

cabinet shall be of a dimension slightly larger than the 

cut out for the appliance to provide the support of an 

adequate essastone rail at each end of the cut out.

• Independent tap holes must be a minimum of 50mm 

from the sink edge to the closest edge of the tap hole 

and a minimum of 70mm from the closest edge of the 

bench-top. Cracks occurring from fixtures not employing 

these minimum widths will not be recognised.

• Appliances with entirely square corners such as sinks 

and hotplates will still require the minimum radius in the 

corner of the cut out to protect against fractures and 

for the warranty to apply. 

• For all appliances installed into the benchtop, cut outs should be designed to have a front and back rail. The dimension 

of the front and back rail should be a minimum of 50mm (ideally 70mm). Where the design of the specified appliance 

does not allow for a 70mm front and back rail support, then deeper benchtops should be considered for these locations. 

See Fig. 16

• Where the appliance will generate heat, (such as a cook top) the cut out for the appliance shall be positioned at least 

70mm from the edge of the benchtop. Any butt join in the benchtop should be at least 150mm from the cut out for the 

appliance. See Fig. 17

• Butt joins should not be placed above heat generating appliances such as an under bench oven. The heat generated 

from this appliance may create the potential for thermal shock.

• Butt joins should not be placed above dishwashers. However, where this is unavoidable a full width substrate of moisture 

resistant particleboard, moisture resistant MDF or moisture resistant plywood must be located over the dishwasher 

opening in the cabinets to protect the join and essastone material from heat and movement.

• Where an appliance does not generate heat, such as a top mounted sink, joins may be placed in the cut-out area. 

design considerations for sinks, 
cook tops and other appliances

Silicone

Timber Locating
Block

Silicone

Timber Locating
Block

Ideally 70mm +
Minimum 50mm Minimum 50mm

Ideally 70mm +
essastone rail essastone rail

Fig. 16

Ideally
150mm +

Ideally
150mm +

Ideally
70mm +

Ideally
70mm +

Fig. 17
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expansion gap and dimensional tolerances
Variations in ambient temperature and humidity will cause most building materials to expand and contract. To allow for any 

movement in walls or cabinets, an expansion gap around the benchtop and the perimeter walls is required. 

As a rule of thumb, a 3 to 5mm gap will be sufficient for a normal domestic installation, however once a benchtop run 

exceeds 3 lineal meters a further 1.0mm should be allowed for every additional lineal metre of benchtop run.

splashbacks – design considerations
essastone can be used for splashback applications. There are no restrictions on the use of essastone as a splashback 

behind sinks, wet areas and benchtops where no appliances are installed. However, the design and installation of 

splashback applications must conform to the minimum Australian & New Zealand Standards for installations behind gas 

cook tops and clearances in relation to appliances generating heat. Please refer to AS 5601-2004 Gas installations and AS 

NZS 4386.2-1996 Domestic kitchen assemblies – Installation.

The following general guidelines should always be considered during the design phase for splashback applications:

• The correct distance of a splashback surface from a heat generating source.

• The correct wall cladding to be installed behind the spashback fixing locations. The splashback is normally installed by 

bonding it to the wall. Paper lined gypsum products are not suitable. A fibre cement sheet product is recommended.

• A joint line between the benchtop and splashback should be designed for a flexible sealant (silicone) to fill and   

seal the gap.

• Powerpoint and other item cut-outs must be core 

drilled to produce radius internal corners minimum of 

12mm diameter. Cross cutting should be avoided at all 

times (See Fig. 18).  Cracks occurring from square cut 

internal corners will not be recognised under warranty. 

Cut outs for GPO/Powerpoint outlets must be at least 

150mm from the nearest edge of the stone.

vertical applications
essastone can be used for internal vertical applications such as wall cladding. essastone is a very heavy material and 

carefully designed fixing methods are necessary to support the stone when it is installed vertically. Depending on the 

application, mechanical fixing systems may be required. The services of a structural engineer should be sought for the 

design and specification of essastone for vertical applications. 

The design and installation of essastone for vertical applications requires specialist advice. Specific guidelines for the design 

of vertical applications are not included in this design guide.

expansion gaps, splashbacks 
and vertical surfaces

Fig. 18

Ideally
150mm +

Ideally
150mm +

50mm

WALL WALL

50mm

Ideally
70mm +

Ideally
70mm +

200mm

Water cool core drill corners before cutting
(minimum drill diameter = 12mm)

200mm

WALL WALL
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essastone can be used in external applications where a gas or electric inbuilt BBQ is used, with strict adherence to the 

following requirements:

• The installation must not be in direct sunlight outside the roof area, it is only permitted in alfresco applications inside the 

roof line.

• All makes and specifications for BBQs are different, and the heat output will vary with the manner in which they are used, 

the energy output from the burners and whether the BBQ has a hood or not. No BBQ, Plate, Grill or heating apparatus 

can come into direct contact. with the essastone benchtop. The BBQ must be mounted using isolated metal mounting 

points supported entirely by the cabinet frame, not from the benchtop.

• A minimum air gap of 10mm must be observed around all 

BBQ installations to prevent conduction of energy into the 

essastone and to allow for adequate ventilation. Failure to 

maintain this gap may result in heat cracks, which are not 

covered by warranty.

• A stainless steel or ceramic trim (minimum width 25mm) 

should be installed around the perimeter of the BBQ 

(without direct contact to the BBQ itself) to assist in 

reflecting or reducing radiated heat away from the 

essastone benchtop.

• Heat protective mats (ceramic trivets, wooden cutting 

boards etc) must be used to rest hot platters or cast iron 

grills. These should be positioned on the surface of the 

stone immediately adjacent to the cooking surface to 

protect against thermal shock. 

  Damage due to thermal shock around a BBQ is not 

warranted.

• No temperature exposure to essastone should exceed 70° 

above ambient temperature.

• essastone may not be used underneath the BBQ or 

heating/cooking device and may not be used to line the 

upright sides adjacent to either side of the BBQ unless a 

min gap of 100mm is employed from the front face of the 

essastone to the closest edge of the BBQ.

• Where multiple cut outs are required for side by side grill/

cooking panels, a minimum rail of 70mm must be left 

between each cut out. Additional rail supports must be 

provided for any individual appliance weighing greater 

than 5kg.

external use barbeques

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Minimum 
front rail

width 70mm
Inbuilt design, no front access

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Inbuilt design, front controls

Air gap, minimum 10mm

Mounting brackets

Stainless steel or
Ceramic trim 

Fig. 19

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Minimum 
front rail

width 70mm
Inbuilt design, no front access

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Inbuilt design, front controls

Air gap, minimum 10mm

Mounting brackets

Stainless steel or
Ceramic trim 

Fig. 20

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Stainless 
steel or

ceramic trim
(25mm min 

width)

Minimum 
front rail

width 70mm
Inbuilt design, no front access

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Air gap, 
minimum

10mm

Inbuilt design, front controls

Air gap, minimum 10mm

Mounting brackets

Stainless steel or
Ceramic trim 

Fig. 21
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routine care and maintenance
For routine cleaning, use small quantities of non-bleach, non-abrasive cleaners together with warm water and a damp 
cloth or sponge. Liquid spills including fruits, vegetables, food colourings and curries, should be wiped up immediately and 
cleaned with a mild detergent and water immediately after detection.

preventing heat damage
Protective trivets and heat pads must always be used underneath cookware such as skillets, saucepans, pots or dishes 
when removing hot items directly from any heat source (oven cooktop or microwave) and placing onto the essastone 
surface. Prolonged or sudden extreme temperature changes can create thermal shock cracks which are excluded from the 
essastone warranty

It is recommended that stone fabricators inform all trade customers, builders and consumers of the risk of thermal shock as it 
is a common misconception that stone can withstand high temperatures.

Additional care should be taken around hotplates as oversize cooking accessories (eg extra wide frypans) can overhang 
the appliance and conduct radiant heat directly onto the surface of the stone, risking thermal damage.

preventing scratches
The use of cutting boards and taking care not to drop or move heavy objects on the surface will help to ensure the long 
lasting beauty of essastone. The resilient surface of essastone has been designed to withstand normal daily use. Whilst it is 
resistant to scratches, cuts and chipping, do not cut directly on the essastone surface. Scratches and chips to the edge or 
primary surface of essastone are not protected under warranty.

preventing chemical damage
There are some strong chemicals and solvents that can cause damage to essastone. Paint remover, paint and stain strippers, nail 
polish removers, concentrated bleach (such as undiluted Domestos), furniture cleaners, oil soaps, permanent markers or inks, oven 
cleaners, drain cleaners and chemicals with high alkaline pH levels are examples of products that could damage the surface. If 
a strong chemical or solvent comes into contact with your essastone surface, rinse immediately with plenty of water then follow 
with normal cleaning procedures. Evidence of chemical damage or colour change is not protected under warranty.

removing difficult spills and stains
For gloss surfaces, if routine cleaning procedures do not remove stubborn or dried spills/stains, use a non-abrasive cleaning 
pad such as a household sponge, along with a glass and surface cleaner. Should chewing gum, nail polish, or similar 
substances adhere to the surface, they can be removed with a plastic scraper. Gently scrape off the substance, then follow 
the routine cleaning procedures listed above.

Please note: many cream cleansers have been found to contain abrasives that may damage the polished surface of 
essastone and are not endorsed for use.

For matt/honed/textured surfaces (NOT GLOSS), if routine cleaning procedures do not remove stubborn or dried spills/stains, 
the careful use of ‘Jif Cream Cleanser with micro-particles’ can be used in conjunction with the following procedure. The 
essastone surface must be wet with water and a small amount of ‘Jif Cream Cleanser with micro-particles’ applied with a 
damp soft cloth. Only use light pressure and clean with a swirling motion. Keep the area wet with small amounts of water to 
allow the fine cleaning particles to gently remove the stain. Wash and wipe the surface to remove the cleaning agent and 
dry with a soft cloth.

For all surface finishes, red wine and other tannin based stains can be removed with a diluted bleach solution (a 50:50 mix of 
‘Domestos Regular cleaner’ and water). Do not allow the bleach to remain on the surface for longer than one minute. Wash 
with water to remove the diluted bleach and dry with a soft cloth. Repeat the process with the diluted bleach if not successful.

For all surface finishes, should paint spots/stains persist after following the above procedures then, as a last alternative, the 
spot use of acetone may be successful. However, colour change or surface damage resulting from the use of acetone is not 
recognised under warranty, so this should be used as a last resort. Testing on an inconspicuous area first is highly recommended. 

General comments essastone requires no sealing or special cleaning products. essastone is made from natural quartz, therefore 
variations in colour and patterns may occur. Small surface spots and blotches are typical in engineered quartz surfaces.

For more information visit essastone.com.au or call 132 136.

care and maintenance
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essastone is marketed and distributed by Laminex Group Pty Ltd ABN 98 004 093 092, trading as Laminex. The colours and finishes of the 

products featured within the imagery in this brochure are as close to the range as photographic lighting and our printing processes allow. 

Different camera angles, although not designed to be misleading, can sometimes distort actual size and distances. essastone is no different 

than any other material in that darker colours will always show scratches and superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter colours. 

Please obtain a copy of the terms and conditions of the essastone 15 year limited warranty from essastone.com.au. This warranty is in 

addition to any rights that may exist under the Australian Consumer Law. essastone®

essastone has a network of Certified Fabricators around Australia to fabricate and install your new surfaces. 
For more information or for the location of your closest essastone display, call 132 136 or visit essastone.com.au

For more inspiration join us on facebook.com/thelaminexgroupau

essastone quartz surfaces meets stringent NSF certification and American Greenguard standards ensuring safe 
and clean indoor air. For more information visit essastone.com.au or call 132 136. 

PRODUCT
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